The story of the 'discovery' of penicillin is perhaps the most familiar in the history of medicine; it is also the most fallacious and myth-ridden. Fleming himself did not understand the circumstances surrounding the celebrated mouldy culture plate and can be criticized on other grounds, as the researches of Professor Ronald Hare have recently revealed. David Wilson's new book at last sets out the full story of the modern discovery and development of penicillin. It is attractively writtenif we ignore uncritically enthusiastic statements about Pasteur which appear intermittently. But nothing is said about earlier discoveries of penicillin. For a brief account of the first of theseby Joseph Lister in 1871 -we must turn to the Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine (1971, 64, 87) .
SYDNEY SELWYN

Section of the History of Medicine
Tumours of the Ovary by H Fox MD FRCPath and F A Langley MD FRCPath pp 320 illustrated £8.50 London: William Heinemann Medical 1976 A book that is authoritative, lavishly referenced, thin, light, unlikely to become outdated, well illustrated, well chaptered, accurately indexed and a truly English (indeed Mancunian) production must be a winner. Such a book is 'Tumours of the Ovary' by H Fox and F A Langley. Its pages are bursting with chapter and verse for all addicted ovary observers, that means histopathologists, endocrinologists, gynxcologists, authors of case reports about rare tumours and editors who have some doubts about these authors' claims. It is very likely that this modest volume will become a classic. When it does, it will give us at least one reason for remembering (rather than just forgetting) 1976 I have read nothing that has ever brought me so closely into the mind of the insane, and added so much to my little stock of insight. The narrator describes the 'fog' that comes down upon him, and how he finds himself obliged to shout in order to keep in contact with friends, and with reality itself, which is itself gripping enough as a tale. It is true that some aspects of it, the author's view of hospitals and our profession, seem somewhat removed themselves from reality as we know it hereno matter. We can all learn much from this book about humanity, and caring, and about love; in general practice, patients do not come to us labelled 'psychotic' or 'neurotic', and the concerned doctor will wish to give to all disturbed people his full care and attention, according to their capacity to receive it. It is not easy to assess this 'capacity to receive' for each individual patient, and the jolt which books such as this give to our custom-bound opinions is valuable. It is widely agreed nowadays that our patients deserve a diagnosis (and management) based on terms of 'whole-person' medicine; it is not so widely recognized that the physician himselt needs to be a 'whole-person' in order to be able to recognize and share in the wholeness of the sufferer. Art, visual, aural and I believe especially literary, has a pre-eminent place in ensuring this wholeness of the doctor. This is not to say that medical students must be taught 'art' -merely that we, the experienced, the older, the teachers and trainers, must be able to present ourselves as sensitive, aware and caring persons as well as professionals; the classics of all types obviously have a secure place in ensuring this -I am asking that we should be. prepared to take into our canon newer books like my text, which throw great light upon murky places, places important to us in practice, areas ofinsight into real peoples' thinking and feeling, and the agonies and disturbances of our times. D G WILSON
Section ofGeneral Practice
Doctors and Old Age edited by J T Leeming pp 7 £1 (+llp postage) London: British Geriatrics Society 1976 This publication is not, as one might suppose, concerned with the way in which doctors come to terms with becoming old. Nevertheless its importance to the medical profession is out of all proportion to its small size since it describes the needs of an increasingly large portion of the population who it is reckoned, will number about 10 million persons by the 1980s and will still be growing.
The book goes a long way towards dispelling the gloomy picture and unkind view of the elderly not uncommonly held by hospital staff as being
